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April 16, 2020 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
OneSpan, a company specializing in digital identity and anti-fraud solutions that creates exceptional and secure 
experiences, decided it was time to consolidate our two Montreal offices from the ‘triangle’ and the plateau to 
the heart of downtown. We chose the historical Windsor Station and set upon the journey of creating the 
most up-to-date, modern, friendly and exceptional office.  
 
We chose the best of the best for all of our suppliers; designers, furniture and most importantly to a 
technology security company, audio visual and security!  
 
Soniva has gone above and beyond to meet all of our needs as we built out our space. We began with one idea 
of what we wanted, implemented accordingly and as our employees used the systems we discovered that what 
they really wanted was even more simple than we had anticipated. Soniva made the adjustments needed once 
we were already living in the office for a few months. They were with us every step of the way. Their team 
would come in early to work on our conference rooms so as to not interrupt our daily meetings as much as 
possible, they stayed in continuous communication with us and ensured that we had what we needed.  
 
No implementation of technology goes off without a hitch, it’s a hazard of the job. That being said, when you 
have a team onboard that is dedicated and focused on creating the most efficient and user friendly system they 
take the time to really solve all the glitches you encounter, regardless of how many hours it takes them. Our 
scrum teams have been able to function at 100% whether the whole team is in the office or some members 
are remote! It takes them about 35 seconds to get set up with in the conference rooms, one screen shows 
them all on video and the other is for when they share a screen, it’s easy, functional and they are very grateful.  
 
If you are looking for a team of dedicated individuals who will take care of your office from start to finish with 
everything from caballing to security to building out all the technology in your conference rooms Soniva is 
your one stop shop. They listen to your needs and wants to find a balance of what is the most efficient in 
terms of use and cost. OneSpan is grateful to have had the pleasure of working with this exceptional team of 
professionals.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Veronica Buna 
Workplace Experience Coordinator 
 
M: 514-582-2293 
veronica.buna@onespan.com 
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